
10 October 2023: Cornwall Calling: The Artists of Lamorna Cove                  

       1899-1914                                                                                             

 Sarah Burles  

 Pre-1914, Lamorna village was settled-in by a 
group of young artists including Laura and Harold Knight, 
Alfred Munnings, Frank and Jessica Gascoigne Heath 
and Samuel  ‘Lamorna’ Birch amongst them. The Forbes 
School of Art and the Newlyn colony were both attrac-
tive. We hear of their lives: their work, play, loves and 
losses, their days painting in the coastal light of Cornwall 
and evenings socialising at the Lamorna Inn. Darkness 
and tragedy were just below the surface and struck even 
before WW1 changed their lives for ever. 

14 November 2023: A Bit of a Carry On                                  

 Tyler Butterworth                                                          

 The remarkable untold story of Carry On actor Peter      
Butterworth, and his wife, Britain’s first female tv impressionist 
Janet Brown, best known for her impression of Mrs Thatcher.  
Using classic film and tv clips, personal mementos, and rare  
photographs and letters from his family’s unseen collection, Tyler  
reveals the private story behind his parents’ public lives. It is a 
journey that takes in MI9, the building of a theatre in the notorious 
WW2 Prisoner of War camp Stalag Luft III, nights at Chequers 
with a Prime Minister, “This Is Your Life”, and many more        
moments in their long, shared life in the theatre. 

12 December 2023: The 12 Plants of Christmas - The natural        

history, botany, and folklore of the plants that surround us at 

Christmas                                                                                           

 Timothy Walker               

 Apart from the pear tree in which sat the partridge, 
there are no plants in the 12 days of Christmas accord-
ing to the folk song. Sadly, even that reference is       
erroneous, because partridges are ground dwelling 
birds. And yet at Christmas we are surrounded by plants. 
This talk puts the record straight and rewrites the zoo-
centric song replacing partridges with poinsettias and 
maids with  mistletoe.    

  
 

 

 

Utagawa Kunisada  - inside an artisan’s studio  -1857 - March 2023 Lecture 

Tickets for Non-members are available prior to each lecture £11 pp               

Pre-Paid Annual Membership for 10 lectures is £70.00 = £7.00 per lecture 



10 January 2023: For their Majesties’s Pleasure : Treasures from  

         the Windsor Castle Library                                        

 Dominic Riley  

    The Royal Library at Windsor Castle holds some of our most 
beautifully bound books. Jewels, coloured leather, masses of  
sumptuous gold tooling. As a fine book-binder and historian we will 
be introduced to some of the best of these books. As a sometime 
teacher at the Royal Bindery, like his students, these handsome 
volumes will be shared with us including a special binding from  
every reign from Henry VII to the current monarch . 

14 February 2023:  Music in Art                                                                

 Sophie Matthews                                                                                                                       

 So many of our historical references for musical in-
struments can be found in works of art. Not only can these 
windows into the past show us what the instruments looked 
like but also the social context in which they would have 
been played. Music and different instruments also play a 
strong role within symbolism in art. Sophie explores the in-
struments in selected works and then gives live demonstra-
tions on replicas of the instruments depicted. 

14 March 2023: “A History of Japanese Woodcuts”                    

 Carol Wilhide Justin                                                                                

 Ukiyo-e or ‘Pictures of the floating World’ executed in woodcut, was dominant 
and popular in Japan between the 17C and 19C. Introduced into Japan in 770 we 
explore the cultural and political background; key artists, imagery, innovations    
leading to the ukiyo-e period and the cultural and creative cross-fertilisation which 
the prints inspired on their sensational arrival in the West in the 1880’s. Ukiyo-e         
influence is visible in the Impressionist period and Crown Point Press.                         
[see illustration on the front of this brochure]                                                              

 

11 April 2023: “Artist and Model - Whistler and Joanna Hiffernan” 

 Joanne Rhymer 

 This lecture will consider the role of Joanna Hiffernan in Whis-
tler’s art and life. Was she simply the artist’s model and lover, ap-
pearing in several key works by the artist, or was she, in fact, a key 
collaborator in the development of modern art?                                            

 The talk will draw on themes in the Royal Academy’s           
exhibition in 2022, Whistler’s Woman in White: Joanna Hiffernan 

9 May 2023: The Hidden World of Canal History  

       and Heritage                                      
 Roger Butler                                                                  
 A well-known architectural historian once described our 
canals as a 'poor man's art gallery'. This lecture provides a col-
ourful introduction to the secret world of our 2000-mile inland  
waterway network and looks at all aspects of their exceptional 
artistic, architectural and engineering vernacular. Features range 
from sweeping aqueducts to tiny bollards; from colourful historic 
narrowboats to 'Roses and Castles' artwork; from grand World 
Heritage Sites to quirky listed buildings. Roger will also include 
the Salterhebble canal in his talk.  

13 June 2023: Venice - from Canaletto to Monet                       

Jennifer Toynbee-Holmes                                                                   
The festive works of Canaletto and Francesco   

Guardi, the last great eighteenth century painters of views, 
shaped the image of Venice in the minds of northern Euro-
peans long after the city’s demise. Important pictures of 
18C and 19C were painted by progressives e.g. Turner, 
Manet Whistler, Sickert Singer Sargent, Signac and Monet. 
Captivated by the atmosphere and beauty of Venice, they 
were challenged by earlier visual stereotypes developing 
their own techniques was to mark a turning point in their 
own work and to the development of modern art.  

11 July 2023: Where Have All the Women Gone? Putting Self- 

    Portraits of Women Back into the Frame                                                         

 Aliki Braine                                                                          
 Marcia in antiquity to Eva Gonzalès 19C and 
Sofonisba Anguissola – Renaissance to Michaelina 
Wautier in the 17C are all celebrated women artists 
amongst others, who broke the norm of Western      
European society, making a name and living in a mans’ 
world. Celebrated and recognised in their own time for 
their talent and skill, they were subsequently erased 
from the mainstream art history narrative. Come and 
meet these artists and ask why and how their own 
paintings and self-portraits engaged with this            
fundamental problem of recognition. 

 

 

 

 

Membership enquiries : email: halifax@theartssociety.org                                                        

OR Membership, The Arts Society Halifax,                                                                

Savile Lea, 43 Wood End Close, Halifax HX3 0JU 


